CIVIL RIGHTS LAWYER SHERRILL TILLE KEYNOTE HIGHLIGHTS ANTCIRK DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE’S "EMERGENCE" INAUGURAL CONFERENCE

A former prosecutor and a former member of the Harvard Law School faculty, Sherrell Tille, president of Anticirk Development Institute, spoke at the inaugural conference of the institute, which is dedicated to supporting the development of human rights laws and institutions in countries around the world.

DICKINSON LAW STUDENTS ORGANIZE 2ND ANNUAL DOOBALL TOURNAMENT BENEFITING THON

On October 5, 2023, the Dickinson Law Student Association (DLAS) hosted the second annual Dooball tournament in support of THON, the student-run, philanthropic organization that raises funds for the Penn State Children’s Hospital. The event was held at the Penn State Dickinson Law campus and featured a series of dodgeball games.

ASSOCIATE DEAN BECKY SAMSON-KRAUSZ '12 DELIVERS PRESENTATIONS TO NORWEGIAN LAW SCHOOLS

Becky Samson-Krausz, associate dean for admissions and financial aid at Penn State Dickinson Law, presented a lecture on immigration law to students at the University of Oslo's law school and the University of Bergen's law school. The presentations focused on the challenges and opportunities facing immigration law in the Nordic region.

PROFESSOR EMBERTUS ROBERT E. KAINS NAMED TO NEWLY FORMED EMBERTUS ACADEMY AT PENN STATE

Professor Emeritus Robert E. Kains, who taught at Penn State Dickinson Law for many years, has been named to the newly formed Ebertus Academy at Penn State. The academy is dedicated to promoting the study of labor law and social justice issues. As a founding member, Kains will work to support and encourage the next generation of scholars and practitioners in these fields.
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